Bugs & Wish list

CSS: Themes readiness for 1.9

Status
_closed

Subject
CSS: Themes readiness for 1.9

Version
1.9.x

Category
• Patch

Feature
Browser Compatibility
All / Undefined
Theme: Look & feel, Styles, CSS, Theme Control Center

Resolution status
Out of Date

Lastmod by
Marc Laporte

Rating
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ (0) 📅

Description
Bundled themes readiness, see New Css Entities, Fix broken themes RecipeRestoreCss

Solution
The following is a, probably incomplete, list of changes needed to make earlier themes ready for TikiWiki 1.9:

* ReleaseProcess19 lists the new CSS classes added during the Tiki 1.9 development cycle.
* Themes that have a local copy of module.tpl or mod-*.tpl: designers should perform a merge with parent to pick up changes to module parameters. See ShowHideModulesAndColumns and cvs commits to BRANCH-1-9 by mdavey starting 2005-02-23.
* Themes that have a local copy of tiki.tpl: designers should perform a merge with parent to pick up changes to feature_left_modules and feature_right_modules tests. See ShowHideModulesAndColumns and cvs commits to BRANCH-1-9 by mdavey starting 2005-02-25.
* Themes that have a local copy of tiki-show_page.tpl: designers should perform a merge with parent to pick up changes to the editdate (authors and date line) section - Done
* Finally, add the line "@version: 1.9" into the comments at the top of the stylesheet (within the first 30 lines) once every new CSS class introduced in 1.9 has been added to the stylesheet.
Comments

amette 25 Apr 05 01:04 GMT-0000

The "too-huge-drop-down-box"-bug has been fixed in most CSSs. Some I couldn't verify, because they seem to have PHPLayerMenus hardcoded to id=42.

couldn't check:
damian
mose
simple

Still buggy (drop-down-box):
boreal
olive-blue
olive-red
olive
mozilla

Even worse buggy:
notheme.III
tiki
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The original document is available at http://dev.tiki.org/item52-CSS-Themes-readiness-for-1-9